
Monday



1.
Just listen and follow Chapter 2 using 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVAmIQQQ5A8
or read Chapter 2 from the text I sent last week. 

2. 
Listen and follow Chapter 3 using 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0McKjnHXxE

You will need to rerun and pause this video so you can answer 
the comprehension questions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVAmIQQQ5A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0McKjnHXxE


READING COMPREHENSION

Chapter 3 of The Butterfly Lion: Timbavati

(Use the video clip)

1. What is a compound? What is a veld? (You can use a dictionary to look these up!)        

(VOCABULARY)

2. List all the animals that Bertie might have seen from the compound or out in the 

veld. (RETRIEVE) 

3. How do you think Bertie feels about the fence and being enclosed?  (INFER)

4.  Why do you think his mother is often ‘listless and sad’?                        (INFER)

5. Bertie’s father was wrong to kill the lioness. Discuss this with a family member.                                   

(EXPLAIN)



ANSWERS



1. A compound is a an area surrounded by fences or walls that contains a group of buildings. 

A veld is open grassland in Southern Africa. Interestingly, the word comes from the Dutch word veldt which means

field.

2. Snakes, leopards, lions, spotted hyenas, cattle, wildebeest, impala, elephants, giraffes, warthogs, baboons, zebras, 

cheetahs, black mamba snakes, vultures, zebras

3. Bertie feels safe as he realises that the fence keeps him safe from leopards, lions and hyenas because his father 

warns him, “Don’t you ever open the gate, Bertie, you hear me? There’s lions out there, leopards, elephants and 

hyenas. You stay put, you hear?”

However, in the text it also says, “But the more he grew up, the more his compound became a prison to him.” This 

shows how desperately Bertie wanted to escape staying behind the fence so that he could go out and see the animals 

that he had seen and been told about. He feels that the fence keeps him locked away from the things he would enjoy 

and so he probably feels angry.



4. His mother is often ‘listless and sad’ because she was often sick with malaria. She also missed England and 

‘hated the wildness and the loneliness of Africa’ which made her sad. Therefore, she lacked energy and 

enthusiasm to do anything because she was homesick. 

5. Did you and your partner agree?

Did Bertie’s father need to protect his cattle?

Should Bertie’s father have thought about who would look after the young cubs?



TUESDAY



Collective nouns

Look at the PowerPoint about collective nouns and answer the

quiz.

Then look at the website below to learn collective nouns for

African animals. Choose three animals to draw and record the

collective noun to describe each group of them.

https://isafari.nathab.com/blog/a-dazzle-of-zebras-and-other-collective-

nouns-for-the-animals-youll-see-on-safari/

https://isafari.nathab.com/blog/a-dazzle-of-zebras-and-other-collective-nouns-for-the-animals-youll-see-on-safari/


Wednesday



Today I want you to research one South African animal. You 

need to make notes about the animal. You can choose an 

animal seen by Bertie or one of your choice. The following 

websites may be useful:

https://www.activewild.com/african-animals-list/

or

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/discover/animals/

https://www.activewild.com/african-animals-list/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/discover/animals/


Remember, when you make notes, you do not 

need to write in full sentences.

Use bullet points and record key / interesting facts.

Look at my next slide to see how I would record the 

information.



Wildebeest are antelopes with upwardly-curving horns, long faces, shaggy manes and long tails. They are 

also known as gnus.

There are two species of wildebeest: the blue wildebeest and the black wildebeest.

The black wildebeest is found mainly in South Africa and neighbouring countries. The blue wildebeest has 

a larger range, being found in across several countries in southern and south-central Africa.

The blue wildebeest is larger than the black wildebeest. It is grey with darker stripes on its neck and 

shoulders. The black wildebeest is dark brown or black.

Over 1.7 million blue wildebeest take part in the Great Migration of Serengeti and Masai Mara. This annual 

circular migration, which is also undertaken by hundreds of thousands of gazelles and zebras, is one of the 

world’s most impressive natural spectacles.

Look how I have started to highlight key information. Next, I will note these down as 

bullet points in a planning frame. See next slide.



I am beginning to think about what each paragraph might be about, 

e.g. appearance, different species, habitat, food etc. 

Widebeest – antelopes -

also known as gnus

Appearance

• upwardly-curving horns

• long faces

• shaggy manes 

• long tails. 

2 species:

• blue  - found in southern and south-central Africa –

grey dark stripes on neck / shoulders - Blue larger than 

black

• Black – South Africa – dk brown or black

I might need to 

add in more 

paragraphs. I 

need to decide 

on sub-headings 

for each 

paragraph.



Thursday



Today, you are going to write up and organise 

your ideas. The next slide shows the features of 

a non-chronological report and how we would set 

one out. We used these features when we wrote 

about the Amesbury Archer and the RSPB. Look 

at this slide to remind yourself of them.



The features of a non-chronological report.

Look at how there is a heading and a 

short introduction.

The information is split into different 

sections and each section has a sub-

heading.

There might be a picture 

or diagram with labels.

There is a caption 

explaining what the 

picture shows.

You might put in a ‘Did you know?’ box 

with an interesting fact.

The sentences are written using present 

tense verbs, e.g. There are, Gerbils like, 

Gerbils need



Now write up your 

information. The next slide 

has a checklist to remind you 

of the features to include.



. Success Checklist

I can use headings and sub-headings.
Your sub- heading could begin with a rhetorical question, e.g. What do Wildebeest 

eat? You could use alliteration e.g. Wilderness Wildebeest!

I can organise my writing into paragraphs around a chosen theme, e.g. 

food, habitat or appearance.

I can use present tense verbs.

I can add in a ‘Did you know?’ box.

I can include labelled pictures or diagrams.

CHALLENGE:

I can vary the beginnings of my sentences.
E.g. Use adverbs such as Also, In addition and Furthermore to link sentence ideas or 

begin sentences with Fortunately, Unfortunately, Surprisingly, Incredibly or 

Amazingly. 



Friday



Improve and Publish your non-chronological report

Read your writing through. Are there any word choices that you could improve? Are 

there any spellings that you should check? Did you include all the things on the 

success checklist? Write up your report and illustrate it or add in pictures / 

photographs. Concentrate on your handwriting. Use the letter formation guides 

below to help you! 

OR

You might like to use your writing to create a PowerPoint about your                          

chosen animal. Have fun!


